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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The United States fills the lowest-wage
ranks of its labor market with immigrants.
Even in the wake of a global recession, once
thought likely to result in a high level of
return migration, a staggering 7.8 million
undocumented workers remain in the labor
force. Over 200,000 low-wage guest workers
labor on farms and in short-term jobs, tied
by law to the employer that sponsored them.
Advocates and scholars have long maintained
that the way low-wage labor migration to the
United States is structured encourages abuse.
Both immigrants and resident workers would
be better off, the argument goes, if migrants
had greater mobility and full and enforceable
workplace rights.
Until recently, there have been few
examples around the world of an immigration
system that admits low-wage workers on
such terms. While the European Union has
permitted free movement of workers between
its member states for half a century, and
guarantees those workers equivalent rights to
citizen workers on the job, many in the United
States have assumed that there is little to learn
about our own situation from looking at the
EU, often perceived as an accord between rich
white nations. But times have changed. The
EU’s enlargement in 2004 and 2007 brought
ten relatively low-wage Eastern and Central
European nations in the EU regime of free
movement of workers.

While existing member states were
permitted to limit labor market access for a
seven year period, three, including the United
Kingdom, chose to admit Eastern and Central
Europeans from the first eight admitted
countries (the “A8”) to their labor markets
immediately. Following accession, far more
EU migrants came to the UK than had been
predicted. Net inflows on the order of 5,000 –
17,000 per year were anticipated; over the first
five and a half years, a total of 1.5 million came.
The UK today is in the midst of an experiment
that, despite the many differences between that
context and the United States, offers a chance
to look at the implications for workers and
their treatment on the job when a high-wage
country permits unskilled workers from lowwage countries open access to its labor market
with guarantees (at least on paper) of full
mobility and equal rights.
This report, based on existing research
studies and interviews with government
officials, trade unionists, and advocates in the
UK, describes the EU system of labor mobility.
Using the UK as a primary example, I examine
to what extent the EU free movement regime
has delivered on its promises for new EU
nationals doing low-wage work in the UK.
Most importantly, this report offers insights
for reform efforts in the United States that seek
to improve the conditions of work for all low
wage workers, immigrants and residents alike.
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Findings
•

•

•

•

Lessons for the United States

Eastern and Central European A8 migrants who
work in the UK under the EU’s free movement
guarantee have significant advantages over other
low-wage labor migrants in the UK, who have
limited employment options and generally must
remain with one employer for the duration of their
stay.
Highly-skilled, English-speaking A8 migrants have
been particularly successful in reaping the benefits
of full access to the UK labor market.
For a significant subset of non-English-speaking
A8 workers, however, genuine mobility and decent
treatment on the job have remained out of reach.
They face illegal deductions, unsafe working
conditions, and long hours for low pay. “Deskilling”
is rampant, with A8 migrants working in positions
well below their education level and encountering
difficulty advancing into positions commensurate
with their skills and training.

•

For low-wage migrants, greater mobility and
equal rights on paper are essential preconditions to
decent work rather than its guarantors.

•

To render workers rights’ real under a full
mobility scheme, laws that govern migrants and
their employers must be accompanied by effective
regulation of migrant recruitment and placement
agencies.

•

Future registration requirements will need
to be carefully structured if they are to avoid
discouraging the enforcement of workplace laws.
The UK’s Workers Registration Scheme failed
to register an estimated third of A8 migrants,
and created a semi-legal status for those out of
compliance that discouraged some migrants from
claiming their rights.

•

Unions that seek to organize short-term migrants
will have to figure out how to how to respond to
mobile migrants’ needs as the migrants see them, and
how to adapt membership structures designed for
long-term employees to the realities of migrants
who see their stay in a job, industry, or indeed the
country as temporary.

•

All workers suffer high rates of workplace violations
in the low-wage labor markets that migrants are
entering. Much of the work that needs to be
done to improve working conditions is exactly the
same for migrant and native workers: strengthen
protective laws, improve enforcement, and increase
opportunities for worker representation.

Private recruitment and employment agencies have
played a particularly negative role, restricting A8
mobility and increasing A8 migrants’ reluctance to
claim their rights.

Figure 1 and 2. EU Enlargement

Figure 1. Countries Admitted in 2004.
2

Figure 2. Countries Admitted in 2007.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

The United States fills the lowest-wage ranks of its
labor market with immigrants. Even in the wake of a global
recession, once thought likely to result in a high level of
return migration, a staggering 7.8 million undocumented
workers remain in the labor force.1 Over 200,000 low-wage
guest workers labor on farms and in short-term jobs.2
Advocates and scholars have long maintained that
the way low-wage labor migration to the United States
is structured encourages abuse. Guest workers are tied
by law to the employer that sponsored them; if they are
fired for reporting violations of their rights, their visa is
cancelled and they must return home. Undocumented
workers likewise fear that they will be deported if they
complain about mistreatment. This state of affairs harms
all workers in these low-wage industries. Both immigrants
and resident workers3 would be better off, the argument
goes, if migrants had full mobility and fully enforceable
workplace rights.
Until recently, there have been few if any examples
around the world of an immigration system that admits
low-wage workers under conditions of true mobility and
equal rights. While the EU has permitted free movement
of workers between its member states for half a century,
and guarantees those workers equivalent rights to citizen
workers on the job, many in the United States have assumed
that there is little to learn about our own situation from
looking at the EU, often perceived as an accord between
rich white nations. Europe may be as embattled over
immigration as the United States is, but at a distance its
internal migration system seems utopian by comparison
to the current situation in America. What does full labor
mobility between, say, France and Germany have to offer as
insight to the struggle to figure out how to better structure
migration between the United States, by far the world’s
wealthiest nation, and Mexico, where workers earn a dollar
for every six they could make up north?
But times have changed. The EU’s enlargement
in 2004 and 2007 brought ten Eastern and Central
European nations in the EU regime of free movement
of workers. Since the EU was founded as the European
Economic Community in 1957, it has permitted citizens of
member states to work in any other member state for an
unlimited period of time, with the same workplace rights
as nationals.4 The population of the EU now surpasses
500 million,5 compared to 310 million in the United States.6
The countries admitted to the EU in these rounds—from
Poland and Latvia in the first group to Bulgaria and
Romania in the second—were at vastly different stages of
economic development than the existing EU nations. Wage
disparities are now as high as sixteen to one between the
wealthiest and poorest EU member states, more than twice

that of the average ratio between the US and Mexico.7
While existing member states were permitted to limit labor
market access to nationals of new member states for a seven
year period, three, including the United Kingdom, chose to
admit Eastern and Central Europeans from the first eight
admitted countries to their labor markets immediately. The
UK today is in the midst of an experiment that, despite
the many differences between that context and the United
States, offers us a chance to look at the implications for
workers and their treatment on the job when a high-wage
country permits unskilled workers from low-wage countries
open access to its labor market with guarantees (at least on
paper) of full mobility and equal rights.
These, then, are the goals of this report: to
describe the EU system of labor mobility, using the UK
as a primary example; to ask to what extent the EU free
movement regime has delivered on its promises for new EU
nationals doing low-wage work in the UK, and, where it has
faltered, to understand why; and to explore what insights
this experience might offer for reform efforts in the United
States that seek to improve the conditions of work for all
low wage workers, immigrants and residents alike. To
achieve this, I have drawn on studies of the first six years
of the UK experience with A8 migrants from a variety of
quarters, including economists and other scholars, policy
analysts, and government and union sources. Since most
studies to date emphasize the demographics and economic
impact of A8 migration in the UK, and relatively few
explore the question of how well or poorly A8 workers
are being treated in the workplace, I supplement those
resources with interviews I carried out on that question
in 2010 with advocates, trade union representatives, and
government officials in the UK.
The report’s conclusions are complex. On the one
hand, mobility and rights have proven to be important
prerequisites for many migrant workers to be able to improve
the circumstances under which they work. For the most
part, Eastern and Central Europeans who work in the UK
under the EU’s free movement guarantee are considerably
better off than other labor migrants in the UK, whether
non-EU workers on temporary visas, workers “posted” in
the country by a foreign firm, or the undocumented. This
has been particularly true for highly-skilled, Englishspeaking A8 migrants. On the other, the UK’s experience
to date also illustrates that there can be a wide gap between
the promise of mobility and rights and genuine access to
those things, and that labor migrants—even so-called “free
movers”—are vulnerable to interference every step of the
way. This is particularly true of migrants with limited
English-speaking ability in low-wage jobs.
Much of the interference has come from labor
recruiters, who have repeatedly served to limit migrant
mobility within the UK and create obstacles to rights
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enforcement. An Eastern and Central European migrant
registration requirement created by the UK government
also appears to have worked in unexpected ways to restrict
movement. And new or short-term migrants often lack the
language skills, the legal knowledge, the support, or the
incentive to challenge mistreatment on the job, even if they
are legally entitled to do so. Furthermore, most Eastern
and Central European migrants are entering segments of
the UK labor market where all workers are paid little for
long hours, and work under precarious conditions. For
migrants to do better, government agencies, advocates, and
trade unions in the UK recognize that they must focus on
bringing up the floor for low-wage workers in general. But
they have also begun to develop strategies and structures
that respond to the unique position of short-term migrant
workers. Section IV of the report highlights several new
governmental and union initiatives in the UK that respond
to these imperatives, and suggests further approaches for
consideration.
II.

An Overview: The Free Movement of Workers within the
EU

The free movement of workers between member
states has been one of the central commitments of
European integration since the founding of the European
Economic Community (EEC) in 1957.8 Today, citizens of
European Union member states can go to any other member
state to work for unlimited periods of time, with the same
workplace rights as nationals.9 They do not need to be
sponsored by an employer, and no visas or work permits
are required. The ability to migrate for work within the EU
is not restricted by skill level; it applies equally to those
who seek positions as architects or bricklayers, doctors or
housecleaners.
Although the other three elements of EU free
movement—pertaining to goods, capital, and services—
enjoyed widespread support among the initial EEC
nations, the free movement of workers sometimes raised
controversy.10 As Kees Groenendjik notes, “each time the
accession of new Member States was under negotiations,
there was the fear among old Member States that the free
movement of workers from the new Member States to
the old ones would result in uncontrollable migration.”11
However, prior to the most recent wave of accessions, only
one or two countries were seeking admission to the EU at a
time. Not surprisingly, as the EU began what would be an
unprecedented expansion from fifteen countries to twentyseven, incorporating many new members with significantly
lower income levels, concerns about labor mobility began to
play a more prominent role in the debate.
In 2004, the EU admitted the Czech Republic,
Estonia, Hungary, Latvia, Lithuania, Poland, Slovakia,
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and Slovenia (collectively referred to as the A8), as well as
the islands of Cyprus and Malta. Bulgaria and Romania
(the A2) were admitted in 2007. As the date for the first
round of accessions approached, the fifteen Western and
Southern European countries that made up the EU before
enlargement (the EU15) expressed fears about threats to
social cohesion as well as increased economic competition
from A8 nationals, who would have access to their labor
markets under the right of free movement. In the end,
EU15 countries were permitted to restrict access to their
labor markets by citizens of the A8 and the A212 for a
stepped transition period of seven years after admission,
echoing arrangements made during past accessions such as
those of Spain and Portugal.13 Every EU country except
the UK, Ireland, and Sweden14 initially chose to restrict
their labor markets to nationals of the A8 countries in May
2004.15
Six years later, however, in the final transitional
phase, only Austria and Germany continue to curtail A8
nationals’ labor market access through a work permit
system.16 Policies toward the A2 countries admitted in
2007 have been more restrictive.17 Nonetheless, by mid2011 for A8s and 2014 for A2s, the right of free movement
will apply fully to citizens of all EU member states.
This report will focus on the experience of the UK
with A8 labor migration since 2004. It takes the UK as its
central example for several reasons. Because the UK began
admitting A8 nationals to its labor market immediately
after accession, there are by now six years of data on which
to draw in assessing the impact of A8 migrants on the
UK labor market, and in gauging the extent to which A8
workers have actually realized the full mobility and equal
rights they have been promised.
In addition, the UK is arguably most like the United
States of all the EU countries. The United States’ relatively
weak workplace regulation, low and falling unionization
levels, the limited role it assigns to trade unions in the labor
market, and its comparatively restrictive approach to social
welfare find more parallels in the UK than in countries like
Sweden and Germany.18 Although differences between
the two contexts remain considerable (and are addressed
in more detail below), the commonalities make it easier to
draw comparisons.
III.

The UK and A8 Labor Migration
A. Overview of A8 Migration to the UK to Date

The British media and conservative politicians
greeted the news that the UK government had decided to
grant A8 migrants open labor market access with an outcry.
19
Fear crystallized around the symbol of the “Polish
plumber” usurping the jobs of British workers at half the
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cost, as well as around public benefit costs and other issues.
While the New Labour government proceeded with its
plans, at the last minute it sought to reassure the public by
creating a system to monitor the presence and employment
of A8 nationals.20 The Workers Registration Scheme
(WRS), in effect until mid-2011, imposed a fee and created
registration requirements during each A8 migrant’s first
year of employment.21 So long as an A8 migrant complied
with the WRS rules, however, she was legally free to move as
she pleased between employers, jobs, or industries; between
regions; and indeed between her home country and the UK.
The first years following accession brought several
surprises. The numbers of A8 migrants to the UK were far
higher than anticipated. Pre-accession forecasts predicted
net inflows on the order of 5,000 – 17,000 annually; instead,
over 1.5 million A8 migrants arrived in the UK in five and
a half years.22 Flows peaked in 2006 and have lessened
sharply over time, presumably reflecting the ebb of pentup demand as well as the impact of the recession.23 A8
return rates are high compared to other migrant groups.
While some A8 migrants settle in the UK, a number work
in Great Britain for brief periods, interspersed with returns
home (referred to as “circular migration”); the remainder
go back to their countries of origin permanently after a
stay of some duration.24 As of the end of 2009, the net A8
population in the UK was about 700,000, less than half of
the total arrivals.25
These migrants are different from other newcomers
to the UK in other ways as well. On average they are
younger than non-A8 migrants. Although they are
relatively highly educated, the majority work in low-skill,
low-wage occupations: a nurse may labor as a nursing home
attendant; a college grad may process food in a plant.26
Some have experienced limited upward mobility over time,
for example from agricultural work into food retail and
catering, but particularly for those with limited mastery of
English, professional jobs have proven elusive.27
Anti-immigrant sentiment has continued in the
UK, on cultural grounds and in response to reports of
employers favoring foreign workers over citizens.28 The
recession has only intensified these fears. And yet, counter
to initial concerns and despite the unexpectedly high
numbers, this large influx of newcomers does not appear to
have increased the unemployment rate of UK nationals as
a whole, nor has it had a measurable negative impact on the
overall wage rates of native workers.29 In the words of two
economists assessing the impact of migration on the UK
labor market, with a particular focus on the surge following
A8 accession, “[t]here is simply no evidence to suggest that
migration has any substantial negative impact on either
wages or employment. Indeed it is entirely possible that
there is a small positive impact on either or both of these,
or no impact at all.”30

At the same time, any statement about the impact
of A8 migration on the UK labor market—indeed any
effort to quantify A8 migration at all—must be tempered
with a recognition of the weaknesses of the available
data.31 Economists acknowledge two further dangers. It
seems likely that the national perspective of most economic
studies hides some effects on particular groups of workers
at the bottom of the labor market.32 Previous waves of
immigrants appear most likely to be adversely affected by
the influx.33 Most citizen workers are sheltered by the fact
that new migrants are not “perfect substitutes” for them,
because citizens have language abilities and locally-specific
knowledge that migrants cannot offer.34 However, citizen
workers who seek jobs that require no language proficiency
and minimal skill levels may be disadvantaged,35 particularly
because for such jobs there is significant evidence that
employers prefer immigrants because of their perceived
“work ethic” and higher productivity.36
In addition, local areas that see a rapid increase
in their migrant populations may have experienced shortterm labor market jolts that were not picked up by nationallevel surveys.37 While workers appear likely to adjust to
these impacts relatively quickly,38 in places where influxes
of migrants provide employers with an option to pay low
wages, demand long hours, and avoid capital investments
because of the ready availability of labor, there is the
danger that migration will reinforce a “low road” model
of business operation in already economically depressed
areas.39 Nonetheless, most students of the subject seem
to agree that for the UK as a whole, “the experience of
receiving accession migrants has so far been a positive one,
at least in economic terms.”40
B. Assessing the Labor Experience of A8 Migrants in
the UK
1. Why Mobility Matters
In theory, an approach to labor migration that
offers unrestricted mobility would seem to offer significant
advantages to both migrants and resident workers.41 When
migrants can change employers at will, they are better able to
claim their rights, because they can look elsewhere if they
are being abused in their current position, and they need
not fear deportation if they complain. This should make it
harder for exploitative employers to find employees or hide
from government officials, reinforcing the floor on wages
and working conditions for all workers. When migrants
can shift between industries and regions, they should be able
to move to wherever unemployment is lowest and resident
workers are least interested in doing the work, filling an
economic need while minimizing competition. Finally,
when migrants can travel to and from the destination country at
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will, they have the ability to move to take advantage of new
opportunities as they arise, or to respond to economic shifts.
This should decrease labor market pressure in the case of
a broad economic downturn in the destination country. It
should also avoid the holding pen effect of strict border
enforcement policies in countries with large undocumented
populations, where migrants who might prefer to go home
in the short term remain because they fear if they leave
they will not be able to return.42
2. The Actual Experience of A8 Migrants as
Workers
a. Experiences with Mobility
The reality of A8 migrant mobility in its early years
has proven more complex than the theory would suggest.
For some A8 migrants, particularly those with
a command of English and a professional degree, free
movement has opened a wealth of previously inaccessible
opportunities. However, many other A8 migrants, especially
those who do not speak English, have not experienced
themselves as free to move as fluidly as the system permits. I
explore the reasons for this below, emphasizing in particular
the high percentage of such migrants who are employed
through recruitment agencies and thus face a constrained
set of options and limited information. This has a particular
impact on the first level of mobility, between employers. In
this regard I also note the substantial number of migrants
who did not comply with Workers Registration Scheme
(WRS) requirements, who had concerns about their legality
that may have impeded their ability to change jobs or claim
rights.
With regard to the second level of movement,
between regions, some analysts have suggested that A8
migrants have indeed gone in significant numbers to areas
where UK citizens were unwilling to do the work for the
pay on offer.43 Some have drawn this conclusion from
the fact that A8 migrants have been much less likely to
go to London or other urban areas than earlier waves of
migrants, instead seeking out employment opportunities in
more remote locations. An Accession Monitoring Report
published by the UK Home Office, for example, concluded:
“Accession workers are continuing to go where the work is,
helping to fill gaps in our labor market.”44 However, others
have called this into question. In an early assessment
(based on the first 14 months of WRS registration),
Coombes, Champion, and Raybould first argue that “A8
labour migrants did not show a significant tendency to go
to labour shortage areas.”45 Ultimately, after accounting for
the effect of other potential factors, they conclude that while
“there is a distinct tendency for A8 migrants to go to areas
with higher employment rates,” “[m]igration patterns
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were found to relate to local labour supply bottlenecks in
quite complex ways…”.46 In other words, migrants from
different countries and in different sectors are responding
differently to labor market demand; generalizations are
unlikely to be accurate.
The third level of mobility, between countries, has
been most studied, although data limitations make it difficult
to paint an accurate fine-grained picture. Whatever their
initial intent, some number of A8 migrants have become
longer term immigrants and will eventually settle in the
UK. Other A8 migrants to the UK appeared to be highly
circular. Among the circular migrants, different patterns
prevail. Some migrate once for a finite (if often undefined)
period of time before returning, some make several trips a
year for seasonal work, and some even commute weekly.47
The clearest evidence that full mobility facilitates
migrants’ responsiveness to the labor market has come
during the global economic downturn that began in 2008.
The numbers of A8 migrants entering the UK labor market
appears to have fallen by 50% between 2007 and 2009;48 the
number of A8 migrants departing the UK during the same
period seems to have increased, although less dramatically.49
Non-EU low-wage labor migrants, meanwhile, showed
much more sustained interest in continuing to enter the
UK during the recession, and also left in lower numbers.50
Other factors were undoubtedly at play. The numbers of
A8 migrants coming to the UK had begun to slow before
the recession hit, indicating that high early numbers may
have reflected a bottleneck rather than a level that would
have been sustained had good economic times continued.51
Return migration will also become more complicated
over time, as migrants become increasingly embedded in
social networks in the UK and/or begin to bring over their
families.52 Nonetheless, it seems logical to conclude that
A8 migrants’ knowledge that they could come and go at
will increased their flexibility to react to changes in labor
market conditions.
b. Experiences with Workplace Rights
A8 nationals are admitted with full workplace
rights, equal to UK workers in every respect except
the added obligation (during the first seven years postaccession) to register with the WRS during the first year
of employment.53 Whether low-wage A8 migrants have
actually been able to claim these rights post-2004 has not
been the subject of much study. What work has been
done to date, however, suggests that a significant number
have faced difficulty in enforcing workplace laws, a finding
corroborated by the advocates and trade unionists I
interviewed.
It must be acknowledged up front that even lowwage A8 workers are better off now than their counterparts
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in the UK prior to accession, when many migrants from A8
nations labored in guest work programs or in undocumented
status.54 They are also better off than most other current
low-wage labor migrants in the UK. Although the WRS
regime in the UK was more restrictive than rules for A8s
in other EU15 countries,55 A8 migrants in the UK still

enjoyed a privileged legal position in comparison with most
third country nationals (ie, migrants from outside the EU)
laboring in the country on work visas, as posted workers,
or in undocumented status.56 The box below offers a brief
review of these other forms of labor migration.

Other Forms of Labor Migration in the UK
Points Based System The Points Based System, established in 2008, grants visas to a small number
of non-EU highly-qualified professionals without sponsorship, and to employer-sponsored skilled
and temporary workers. Applicants must earn enough points to qualify through their education level,
income and assets, and English ability.57 Although there are provisions in the system for low skilled
workers, in practice the government has not made visas available in this category due to the influx of
A8 workers to low-skilled jobs.58
Posted Workers The EU requires that companies in any EU country be permitted to conduct
business, bid on contracts, and provide goods and services in any other member state on equal terms
with that state’s firms. Firms that win contracts often hire workers in their home country and “post”
them in the host country temporarily to complete the job. The European Parliament’s Posted Workers
Directive mandates that firms comply with the employment standards of the host country with regard
to the terms and conditions of work.59 Those standards may be established by national law (as with
a legislated minimum wage), or “by collective agreements…which have been declared universally
applicable.”60
The Directive has generated considerable conflict since enlargement brought firms in A8 countries into
the pool of potential bidders. The focal point of the tension has been the appropriate wage standard
for posted workers. In a series of recent cases, the European Court of Justice has limited the scope
of standards that will be considered to have national application.61 In EU countries with a tradition
of setting wages through negotiations between trade unions and firms, but no national minimum
standards or laws mandating the universal extension of collective agreements to other firms, the result
of these decisions is that foreign firms can pay posted workers according to the (usually much lower)
rates permitted in the country where the firm is headquartered.
Temporary Work Schemes The UK has other temporary work visas available to particular groups or
to fill jobs in particular industries. These include the Seasonal Agricultural Workers Scheme, the Youth
Mobility Program, and other programs in the Tier 5 Temporary Worker category.62
Unauthorized Workers The UK’s undocumented population is estimated at over 500,000.63 As a
function of the UK’s island geography, most undocumented workers in the UK are not illegal entrants
but visa overstayers and asylum applicants (not ordinarily permitted to work).64 Under UK law, the
undocumented are not allowed to enforce employment contracts or claim statutory rights as workers.65

It also seems likely that A8s will be increasingly
able to access their rights as time goes on. The reports and
articles that paint the most critical picture of workplace
rights violations experienced by A8s were researched
within the first year or year and a half post-accession, as
migrants and their employers transitioned from one regime
to the other.

At the same time, six years post-accession,
advocates and trade unionists still report anecdotally that
a number of low-wage A8 migrants suffer a range of
abuses at work.66 Employers take illegal deductions from
their pay, including for housing and transportation. Their
jobs are precarious, often requiring long hours for very
low compensation, with firing a constant threat for those
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who complain. They are given the least desirable shifts.
They work under conditions that threaten their safety and
health.67 In addition to violations of workplace laws, they
face persistent deskilling, laboring in manual jobs in the
UK despite relatively high levels of education.68 They have
difficulty advancing: although over time A8s may move, say,
from agriculture into retail and catering, they have a far
harder time gaining recognition of their qualifications for
the skilled or professional work that they may have trained
for in their home countries; those with language difficulties
are particularly affected.69
The poor working conditions that many low-wage
A8 migrants experience, as well as their difficulty gaining
redress for exploitation, are in many regards shared by
resident workers in the low-wage industries where they
labor.70 The vulnerability of all workers in the construction,
hospitality, elder care, and food processing sectors, and
the precariousness of their employment, is in large part a
feature of how the work itself is structured. For example,
as described more fully below, sectors dominated by agencies
often have lower pay than direct-hire sectors, and this affects
all workers placed by an agency, not just migrants. All lowwage workers in the UK also face challenges in enforcing
their rights. One obstacle is the scarcity of free or low-cost
legal representation.71 Workers in rural areas (including
in the food processing sector where many A8 migrants
are concentrated) have particularly limited access to both
non-profit and government agencies.72 Another is the fact
that affirmative government enforcement of workplace
laws is limited.73 The UK passed its first minimum wage
law just over a decade ago, and the agency charged with its
implementation has been criticized for the ineffectiveness
of its approach.74 Government agencies are balkanized,
under-resourced, and largely reliant on worker complaints
rather than proactive inspections to enforce the laws under
their charge.75 Workers lack information about workplace
rights, and about reporting and enforcement procedures,
which vary from agency to agency.76
Nonetheless, low-wage A8 migrants appear to
face additional barriers to enforcing their rights (and may
also face a higher baseline of abuse) compared to citizen
workers. Some of the most important barriers are selfevident—for example, language issues, migrants’ lack of
awareness of UK laws and the procedures for enforcing
them,77 and employers’ hostility and xenophobia. Others
require further explanation.
3. Why Does the Reality not Live Up to the
Prediction?
In what follows, I argue that two factors are
particularly important to understanding the reasons that
some A8 migrants still suffer high levels of workplace
violations and do not behave like the “free movers” they are
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legally entitled to be: the often detrimental role played by
recruitment agencies, and the fact that migrants have their
own motivations that shape their choices about where to
work and whether to protest the conditions under which
they find themselves. I also note some limitations arising
from the WRS system.
a. The Role of Agencies
Although some “high road” employment agencies
have emerged and flourished in the wake of accession, the
presence of many less scrupulous agencies has shaped
the A8 migrant experience—and, increasingly, the labor
markets in which they work—in ways that seem detrimental
to migrant and resident workers alike.78 Agencies appear
both to limit A8 migrants’ actual mobility within the UK,
and to curtail their ability to claim their rights.
Agencies play a critical role in hiring in the UK in
general. The UK has the highest rate of agency employment
among the countries that make up the Organization for
Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD); some
5% of the workforce is now hired through an agency,79 more
than double the level of the mid-1990s.80 Levels of agency
employment are far higher for A8 migrants than in the
population as a whole.81 One study found that approximately
50% of WRS registrants through 2008 worked for or had
been placed by an agency.82 Indeed, it has been reported that
employers in some sectors, such as large food processing
firms, have begun to hire exclusively through agencies that
recruit migrants.83 Such structural changes in hiring may
lock in a role for agencies where otherwise they might fade
in importance over time as migrants develop contacts on
their own and find work through social networks.84
While agencies can ease the recruitment process
for employers,85 the role they play for migrants is often
less positive.86 As migrant advocate Don Flynn notes,
“agencies are paid to put people in jobs, not to give career
advice.”87 Agency recruitment practices encourage—
indeed in many cases require—applicants to work below
their level of training and education.88 Since many agencies
carry out initial recruitment in migrant home countries,
migrants have limited knowledge on which to assess the
truth of agency promises. Common agency abuses include
over-charging, dubious lending practices, and inaccurate
promises about placements.89
Agencies also appear to be playing a role in limiting
A8 mobility and discouraging migrants from reporting
rights violations. Although A8 workers are not legally
required to remain in a job where they have been placed
by an agency (as might be the case with a migrant from
outside the EU whose visa was contingent on employment
by a particular company), various aspects of the agency
relationship nonetheless constrain A8 workers’ free
movement. Agencies channel migrants to the places
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where they have jobs to offer.90 Many of these locations
are rural and isolated,91 reinforcing the migrant’s reliance
on the agency for her next job. When agencies or their
partner organizations recruit migrants in their home
country and manage the paperwork associated with the
movement across borders, they have increased power over
workers.92 At the extreme, this is enforced by confiscation
of the migrant’s passport and other travel documents.
More common is the situation where agencies provide
migrants with transportation, housing, and/or credit; these
mechanisms, too, augment workers’ dependence on the
agency relationship.93
Agencies can also interfere with the enforcement
of workplace laws. In an early post-accession study of A8
and other migrants’ experience with labor violations in the
UK, Anderson and Rogaly conclude that “a bewildering
array” of agency and subcontracting arrangements impede
migrants from claiming their workplace rights.94 In
industries or regions where agencies control the majority
of jobs (or migrants are unaware of other conduits to
work), staying in the agency’s good graces is essential
to continued employment. As the Equality and Human
Rights Commission reported after its recent inquiry into
the UK meat and poultry industry, agency workers were
afraid that if they pursued their rights, “they would lose
their current job, or that future work would be withheld
as ‘punishment’ for raising a complaint.”95 Migrants who
depend on agencies in these ways are thus reluctant to come
forward to report mistreatment on the job.
b. Migrant Perspectives
There is no such thing as a unitary “A8 migrants’
perspective.” A8 migrants are as different from each other
as any human beings.96 However, the large number of A8
migrants who see their stay in the UK as likely to be short
term, or who move back and forth between the UK and
their home countries, share a set of experiences that may
shape their view of work in the UK in similar ways.
Migrants who see their time in the UK as likely
to be brief assess low-wage work on terms distinct from
those used by long-term resident workers. Even in what
from a UK perspective is a “low pay” job, migrants stand to
earn much more in the UK than at home, given the wage
differential between the UK and A8 countries. The value of
the British pounds they save or remit is further magnified
by the fact that they buy more social and economic status in
migrants’ home countries than resident workers can obtain
in the UK with the same money. Migrants who do not plan
to remain in the UK are less likely to feel their identity and
social standing are tied to the low-wage jobs in which they
labor in the UK than resident workers who have more at
stake. This effect can be enhanced where (as is often the
case with A8 migration) the migrants are overqualified for

the work they are doing in the UK, and anticipate returning
home to resume a career or an educational track consistent
with their prior training. In addition, many migrants—and
especially the young—have non-work related reasons for
their sojourn in the UK, such as improving their Englishspeaking ability or having a new cultural experience.97 For
these migrants, abuses at work may be easier to shrug off.
These factors—migrants’ anticipation that they
time they work in the UK will be brief, the higher value
they get from their earnings, and their lower identification
with the job, relative to resident workers—combine to
reduce their incentive to complain about violations of the
law. Instead, many “earn and go”: they work hard and
complain little for the brief period they are in residence,
lumping complaints other than those that directly threaten
their earnings.98
Where A8 migrants do want to enforce their
rights, they may find assistance hard to come by. As
noted previously, this is true for all low-wage workers
because of the scarcity of free or low-cost legal help for
workplace violations in the UK.99 The gap is wider for
migrants because they tend to work in sectors with low
union density, and to lack connection to the unions or legal
aid organizations that might assist them with complaints
against their employers.100 These problems are compounded
by the language barrier and--for those who have failed to
register with the Workers Registration Scheme--a fear of
immigration consequences for coming forward.101
A8 migrants’ relative privilege as EU citizens does
give them self-help alternatives that other migrants lack.
Some move on to other jobs when they do not like how they
are being treated, or resist through informal channels.102
Even if they do nothing with regard to incidents of
workplace violations, it is not unrealistic for those who stay
to expect a brighter future.103 The WRS requirements no
longer apply after a migrant’s first year, and in any case
expire in mid-2011.104 As white workers guaranteed free
movement, once A8s (and certainly their children) learn
English and begin to blend in, they may well avoid much of
the discrimination that has plagued Caribbean, South Asian,
and other migrants of color and their descendents in the
UK.105 And while the lack of recognition of qualifications
contributes to a migrant stream that is overskilled for the
positions it takes,106 this may be addressed over time through
the further development of rules about mutual recognition
of qualifications within the EU.107
c.

WRS Requirements

An additional factor that may have limited A8
migrants’ mobility and ability to access their rights during
the transitional phase for A8 workers was the Worker
Registration Scheme itself. 108 From 2004 until mid-2011,
during the first 12 months after an A8 migrant’s arrival,
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the WRS obligated her to pay a fee of just under $150,
register with proof of having found work within 30 days
of arrival, and re-register with every change of job (a step
that required the cooperation of the employer).109
While the WRS is no longer in effect as of May
2011 when the “transitional” period for A8s ends, from the
perspective of US policy it is worth discussing because its
impact sheds light on some of the complications inherent
in the registration systems which generally accompany
any new migrant labor program proposals in this country.
Samantha Currie and Bridget Anderson have both argued
that the WRS made it harder for migrants to get decent jobs
and enforce their rights.110 The 30 day requirement created
pressure to take work quickly, which in turn may have
pushed migrants toward agencies as a way to arrange work
before leaving home, or—upon arrival—into low-skilled
sectors where hiring was swift and informal, as opposed
to the longer formalized hiring processes that characterize
skilled or professional jobs.111 For those who registered
and sought to remain in compliance, the need to remain
consistently employed for twelve months could create a
disincentive to leave a bad situation without another job
lined up, or to complain and risk being fired.112
A significant segment of the A8 population either
chose not to register with the WRS or at some point fell out
of compliance.113 The most widely cited estimate is that a
third of A8s who were covered by the WRS requirements
were not registered.114 Such workers were “unlawfully
resident,” although enforcement against A8 nationals was
not a priority in the UK.115 This class of semi-legal workers
may have been unclear about their rights, or believed that
they had none.116 Such workers may also have felt more
reluctant to move freely than fully compliant A8 migrants,
for fear that they would be discovered to have broken the
law.
A final group avoided the registration requirement
by labeling themselves “self-employed,”117 although they
may in fact have worked for hire, leading to high levels of
what is referred to in the UK as “bogus self-employment.”118
These workers—who now include a large proportion of A2
migrants from Bulgaria and Romania, who are permitted to
enter the UK outside of the designated seasonal programs
if they declare themselves self-employed119—have no legal
employer, and therefore little recourse if they are abused
on the job.
IV.

Addressing the Challenges: New Initiatives in the UK
A. Government Regulation of Recruitment Agencies

Both origin and destination country governments
have experimented with a range of approaches to
addressing the abuses perpetrated by agencies in the
migrant recruitment and job placement process.120 Some
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of the most innovative efforts have come from origin
country governments, which recognize that recruitment
is one of the few aspects of labor migration over which
they have jurisdiction, since it (unlike the work itself) often
takes place within its borders. But even the origin nations
that have made enforcing recruitment laws a priority have
struggled to have an impact without correspondingly
strong initiatives by destination countries.121 One of the
most promising of these has emerged in the UK itself, with
the recent passage of the Gangmasters’ Licencing Act (“the
Act”) and the establishment of the Gangmasters’ Licencing
Authority (GLA).122
The Act was passed in 2004 in response to the tragic
death of Chinese workers who drowned while harvesting
shellfish in Lancashire, England. The Act went into full
effect in 2006. Currently limited to the food processing
industry, the law establishes a regime under which all labor
supply agencies (“gangmasters”) operating in that sector
in the UK must obtain a license from the GLA. In order
to get and keep a license, an agency must meet a set of
minimum conditions, including compliance with laws
regarding minimum wages and working hours, health and
safety, discrimination, the payment of taxes, immigration
regulations (a source of controversy with migrant advocates,
who argue that the exercise of immigration enforcement
authority is detrimental to the GLA’s ability to gain the
confidence of migrant workers),123 safe accommodations,
and the right to join a union.124 In addition to licensing,
the GLA inspects license holders and end users, and
pursues fines and criminal prosecution against those who
are unlicensed or have violated the terms of their license.
Agencies can lose their licenses if they are found to have
committed a certain number of violations, both “critical” (in
which case suspension is immediate and criminal penalties
can be applied) and lesser (in which case points are recorded
against the agency or employer; the accumulation of 30
points results in revocation of the license).125 Employers
that obtain workers through unlicensed agencies can be
fined and subject to imprisonment as well.
The GLA has been widely lauded for its vigorous
and comprehensive enforcement.126 It is particularly
noteworthy for its use of publicity to pressure employers and
agencies to comply with the law,127 and for its coordinated
effort, combining the power to enforce a range of laws
in one entity as opposed to the balkanized approach that
ordinarily characterizes workplace enforcement in the UK.
The agency has now licensed over 1200 labor providers,128
and appears to have had some success in reducing abuses
in the industry.129 A notable achievement in 2010 was the
GLA’s negotiation of a Protocol with the majority of the
largest supermarkets and food suppliers in the UK.130 The
Protocol commits retailers to work collaboratively with the
GLA to ensure enforcement of GLA standards throughout
the food supply chain, and encourages retailers to “take
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decisive action” if their contractors are found to be abusing
workers.131
The major criticism the GLA has drawn is that its
scope is too limited. Given the predominance of agencies in
other sectors such as care and cleaning, an unintended effect
of the GLA’s rigorous enforcement in agriculture and food
processing has been to push noncompliant gangmasters
into other industries beyond its reach.132 Advocates agree
that the GLA is one of the best efforts underway in the UK
to protect the labor rights of migrants, and have called for
an increase of resources to the GLA and its expansion to
cover all industries where agencies are active.133
B. Union Initiatives
Unions in the UK have recognized the need to
reach out to A8 and other migrant workers.134 The overall
approach of the Trades Union Council, the federation
representing the bulk of UK unions, has been to highlight
the ways that migrants are part of a much larger “vulnerable
workforce,” and suffer the same exploitation as other lowwage workers in the UK.135 At the same time, it has sought
to educate the public and union staff and membership about
issues of migration, and to encourage migrants to join UK
unions, through a range of pilot projects that have included
providing services to migrants with on-the-job problems
and signing co-operation agreements with both major
Polish unions.136
Individual unions have experimented with a range
of approaches. The GMB, a general workers union,
created a migrant workers’ branch in the immigrantheavy Southampton region. The branch, which uses free
English and skills classes to attract migrants, has about 500
members, and eventually—it is hoped—will merge with
the full union.137 UNISON, the largest public employees’
union, hired an organizer from the Polish OPZZ union,
and initiated a “Migrant Workers Participation Project”
through which it sought to overcome obstacles to migrant
participation by increasing coordination with migrant
community organizations and networks, creating migrantspecific “Pathways into UNISON” courses, and identifying
and supporting potential activists among migrant union
members.138 UNITE, the biggest union in the UK, focuses
on the service sector, where the majority of workers
are migrants (although they make up only 1-2% of its
membership). Although it considers most of its campaigns
to be migrant-oriented by definition, it also experimented
for a two-year period with a Migrant Worker Support
Unit, which educated staff on migration issues and on the
urgency of bringing migrants into membership, sought to
collaborate with community organizations, and provided
translation assistance for organizers.139 In addition to these
national-level initiatives, unions also launched regional
pilot projects targeting migrants.

While a number of union efforts initially involved
providing services to migrant non-members as a way of
introducing them to the union (something that required
bending union rules mandating that a worker already have
been a member for a period of time before the union will
assist her), ultimately what unions wanted was for migrants
to join their ranks. This they do not seem to have done
in significant numbers.140 Currently, there appears to be
something of a sentiment in the UK trade union movement
that A8 migrants “are treating unions like NGOs:”141 they
just want services, and are not interested in organizing.142
This has fanned the flames of resentment from some
members about the resources spent on migrant initiatives.143
Yet as more than one union organizer pointed out,
from temporary migrants’ perspective, a key issue is that
UK union membership structures don’t correspond to
their reality.144 The trade union membership structure is
designed for UK workers, who generally stay put. Most
UK unions cannot accommodate a member who leaves the
country for 6 months and pays no dues during that time,
but then reappears; or who works only seasonally in the
industry the union covers.145 But migrants go where the
work is, moving in and out of jobs, regions, sectors – and the
country itself. As a union leader put it from the migrant’s
perspective, “Why would you join a gym for a year when
you think you’ll only be in the country for 5 months?”146
Some migrants may also mistrust unions based on home
country experiences.147 UNISON, for example, has found
Polish workers reluctant to join UK unions based on their
experience in Poland with trade unions as corrupt political
actors.148
Changes may be required in trade unions’
approach to services, education, and union membership
before migrants will join en masse. The more services
are designed to respond to migrants’ actual needs, and
reconceived as a route to organizing rather than solely a
benefit available after joining a union; the more education
and leadership development are seen as two-way streets,
drawing on migrant perspectives to shape union strategy
rather than solely seeking to educate migrants about UK
trade unionism; and the more flexible and portable union
membership becomes so that it reflects the structure of
migrants’ lives and work, the more likely migrants will be
to consider unions as relevant to their experience in the UK.
Migrant community organizations in the UK and unions in
origin countries can be key partners in these efforts.149
V.

What Can the United States Learn from the UK
Experience?
A. Acknowledging the Differences

The UK’s experience is interesting and important
in its own right. But does it really have much to teach those
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who advocate for immigrant and worker rights in the United
States? After all, A8 labor migration in the UK is starkly
different in its history, geopolitical context, demographics,
and legal structure than Mexican immigration to the
United States.150
To state some of the most striking contrasts, A8
migrants are technically not “migrants” at all, but European
citizens exercising their right to free mobility. Reflecting
this, although the WRS imposed registration requirements,
it did not approach the level of immigration control that
accompanies US/Mexico migration or entry to the EU for
third-country nationals in search of work. Furthermore,
people from A8 countries who move within the EU do so
in the context of a longstanding and multifaceted regional
agreement whose purpose is the political and economic
integration of Europe. NAFTA is by no means a parallel
accord. In addition, while “managing” free movement and
intra-EU migration was not initially a central purpose of
the EU project,151 the process of accession to the EU offers
substantial support for economic development within soonto-be admitted countries in a way that directly reduces
migration pressures.152 The United States has no equivalent
process or commitment with regard to Mexico.
Equally important is the fact that large scale US/
Mexico migration has a long history, with resulting dense
social networks, hometown associations, pathways between
specific communities, and job referral chains. A8 migration
to the UK is a much more recent phenomenon, and all the
institutions of migration are less well developed.153 As a
result, a new US/Mexico program might play out quite
differently than the A8 program has, particularly with
regard to the greater options migrants have to find jobs
outside of agencies. Finally, and not insignificantly with
regard to its effect on domestic resistance to migration and
on future job opportunities, Eastern and Central European
migrants to the UK are white and predominately welleducated, as opposed to the US/Mexico flow of migrants
of color with lower average education and skill levels than
their US counterparts.
It must also be said that the presence of A8
nationals in the UK labor market has resolved neither the
demand nor the supply side of the low-wage work question
in Great Britain. Some of the lowest-wage sectors of the
British economy—most notably agriculture—continue to
experience shortages of workers,154 which the government
has sought to address by giving preference to A2 migrants
for Seasonal Agricultural Worker visas.155 There is evidence
that A8s have become less attractive to employers as they
have gained more rights and greater mobility.156 Meanwhile,
third country nationals continue to seek entrance to the
UK labor market, whether as skilled migrants through
the point-based system, asylum-seekers, or undocumented
immigrants. Their needs are not addressed by intra-EU
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mobility, and indeed their opportunities have arguably been
constrained because of the inflow of A8 and A2 migrants
to the UK.157
So long as the differences are on the table at the
outset, however, and so long as it is clear that the UK
experience has not revealed the EU model to be a panacea
whose lessons can solve the US’s own immigration
dilemmas, I believe that what has happened in the UK
over the past six years offers US immigrant and low-wage
worker advocates insights worth considering.
B. Considering the Lessons
The takeaway from the UK A8 experience is a
complex one. Many of the lessons are encouraging. In the
UK overall, a substantial increase in the number of labor
migrants appears to have had little by way of negative
economic effects. For A8 migrants with high education
levels and a good command of English, the opening of
the UK labor market has offered great advantages. Even
A8 migrants working in low-wage jobs are, overall, in a
better position than most other low-wage labor migrants
in the UK. Although for some A8s, mobility has been
limited, overall the freedom to move appears to have played
a role in reducing the negative impact of a large inflow
of workers on those already laboring in the same labor
market. In addition, even the most concerned students
of the A8 experience acknowledge that the treatment of
A8s, and the opportunities they have for upward mobility,
are likely to improve over time,158 as social networks
evolve and migrants become increasingly familiar with the
UK system. This process will likely be facilitated by the
demographic characteristics of A8 migration, particularly
its high education level and the fact that most A8 migrants
are white, easing access to better work opportunities and
incorporation into UK society for those who remain in the
UK.159
Yet the UK experience with A8 migration also stands
as an important reminder of several concerns. Many of
the problems that A8 workers continue to face are common
to all who labor at the bottom of the UK labor market,
migrants and residents alike. A genuine effort to address
the vulnerability of these workers, their low pay, and the
workplace violations they suffer, must target all workers in
the sector, rather than just migrants. At the same time, the
influx of legal A8 migrants to the UK has highlighted the
additional obstacles that newcomers face in accessing their
rights. The language barrier, lack of familiarity with UK
laws, and xenophobia are frequently cited impediments.160
Other important factors, I have argued, include the role of
recruitment agencies, migrant perspectives on low-wage
work, and, potentially, the requirements of the WRS.
For these reasons, even legal migrants—
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particularly those who see their stay in the destination
country as temporary—are likely to need significant
support in order to benefit from the protections they are
granted on paper. This support must be delivered in ways
that reflect migrants’ interests and needs as much as those
of destination country government agencies, unions, and
NGOs. To provide it effectively may require the retooling
of existing institutions or the creation of new ones, all the
more so when the goal goes beyond the enforcement of
baseline rights, to the building of solidarity between new
arrivals and resident workers in order to improve overall
working conditions.
Although both migrants and natives experience low
paid, dangerous, and precarious work, their perspectives
and their interests also differ in significant ways. In order
to reach a point when migrants can stand together with
resident workers on the issues that both groups share,
they may need support to fill in language and cultural
gaps, special attention to leadership development, the
development of organizing campaigns that reflect the issues
they care most about, and services and union structures
that are adapted to the realities of a mobile workforce.161
Absent such initiatives, an “invitation” to join the existing
destination country labor movement is unlikely to be met
with widespread positive response.
Another key lesson of A8 labor migration is that
governments must go beyond regulating the behavior
of migrants and employers when conceiving of labor
migration regimes. Labor recruiters are key players in
such systems, and the UK experience illustrates that

even when migrants are technically free to move as they
wish, employment agencies often reduce migrants’ actual
mobility while locking them into poor working conditions.
Ironically, the fact that most low-wage labor migration in
the United States is undocumented has limited the role
of such agencies, which prefer to work under a veneer of
legality. Labor recruiters currently only have a significant
presence in the U.S. in the quite limited context of H-2A
farm worker visas and other temporary work programs.
In these arenas, abuses perpetrated by recruiters in the
US are quite similar to those documented in the UK.162
If the U.S. increases the legal opportunities for low-wage
temporary labor migration, advocates should be prepared
for the possibility of a dramatic increase in the role played
by agencies.163 Advocates will need to propose regulation
of the recruitment industry concurrent with any expansion
of temporary work visas. In this regard, the Gangmasters
Licensing Authority in the UK, describe above, offers a
potential model.
From the perspective of this political moment in
time, there may seem to be little hope in the short term
of the sort of immigration reforms that would make these
insights relevant in the United States. But the pendulum
swings rapidly these days, and never more so when it comes
to the movement of people, goods, and information across
borders. Advocates and policymakers in the United States
may encounter an opening sooner than anticipated. In that
context, the lessons of the UK’s recent experience with A8
migration following EU enlargement provides ample food
for thought.
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